Translation from German
___________________________________________________________________
Berlin Leichtathletik-EM 2018 GmbH
Der Polizeipräsident in Berlin
-AkkreditierungsbüroLKA 554 ZSÜ
Hanns-Braun-Str. 1
Zuverlässigkeitsüberprüfung
14053 Berlin
Bayernring 44
12101 Berlin
Declaration of Consent

to a general background check on my person pursuant to section 45a (1) of the Act on General Public
Security and Order (Allgemeines Sicherheits- und Ordnungsgesetz – ASOG) in the version of 11 October
2006 (Federal State Gazette, p. 930), last amended by Article 2 of the Act of 15 October 2014 (Federal State
Gazette, p. 362) for participation in the following event:

European Athletics Championships 2018 from 6 to 12 August 2018 in Berlin
Reason for the background check:
Activity during the event
Organiser

Volunteer

TV/Broadcaster

Security service

First Aid

Service provider

Press/Photo

Personal details:
(Please write clearly, if possible using block capitals!)
Male

Female

ID card No. (IC): ___________________________________________________________________
or passport/official substitute document: _________________________________________________
Surname: ________________________________________________________________________
Maiden name: _____________________________________________________________________
First name(s): _____________________________________________________________________
Date of birth: ______________________________________________________________________
Place of birth:______________________________________________________________________
Home/registered address: ____________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Declaration:
I hereby expressly declare without reservation that I consent to the organiser submitting a request to the Police
President in Berlin regarding police intelligence on me for the purpose of a general background check on me. If
police intelligence on me is found, I agree to the police providing the organiser with a recommendation with the

following wording: “No intelligence as contemplated in the criteria catalogue found” or “Intelligence as contemplated
in the criteria catalogue found”. The contents of such intelligence will not be disclosed to the organiser.
The criteria catalogue attached forms the basis for this decision. My consent is valid for the following police files
and data collections:




Federal-state data system POLIKS
Police information system (INPOL)
Internal security (INPOL new – nationwide state protection file) 
Security

Files of the Berlin Police State

I am aware that I can submit a request free of charge to LKA 554 – Berlin Police Central Point of Enquiry –
Bayernring 44, 12101 Berlin, for data information pursuant to section 50 (1) ASOG (Act on General Public Security
and Order in Berlin) in the version of 11 October 2006 (Federal State Gazette, p. 930), last amended by Article 2 of
the Act of 15 October 2014 (Federal State Gazette, p. 362).
Furthermore, I have also been informed regarding this declaration of consent that I can refuse to give my consent.
The organiser could then, however, abstain from working with me for security reasons.
Note: If you are in possession of federal press office accreditation or if you were already checked in the past 12
months, checking again is not necessary as long as you have proof of such check or accreditation.
If this is the case, please tick the box and attach your proof to this letter:

………………………………………………………………………………………………………. Place/date
Signature

Excerpts from the Act on General Public Security and Order in Berlin (ASOG) in the version of 11 October
2006 (Federal State Gazette, p. 930), last amended by Article 2 of the Act of 15 October 2014 (Federal State
Gazette, p. 362).
Section 45a ASOG
Data transfer for the purpose of background checks for major events
(1)
In the event that background checks are required due to the particular threats posed by major events, the
police can transfer personal data to public and non-public offices; if the individuals in question have consented in
writing to such act and if such transfer is reasonable with a view to checking, especially access by the individual in
question to the event; with a view to the recipient’s justified security interests as well as due to the type and scope
of the intelligence regarding the individual in question. Such transfer of data is limited to information regarding the
security concerns that exist. Prior to the written consent, the police must inform the individuals in question about
the specific contents of the data transfer and its recipients unless the individuals in question have already been
informed through other channels. Data transfer according to sentence 1 regarding the individuals referred to in
section 53 (1) sentence 1 number 5 of the German Code of Criminal Procedure (Strafprozessordnung) will not take
place when such individuals underwent background checking in the past 12 months by another police authority of
the federal government or of a federal state.
(2)
The recipient may use the data transferred solely for the purpose of the background check. The police are
required to oblige the recipient in writing to observe such intended purpose.
(3)
Berlin’s Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information must be notified if data transfer is
intended for an event as contemplated in paragraph 1.

Section 50 ASOG
Right to information
(1)
The public authorities and the police are required, when requested, to provide the individual in question
free of charge, with information about the data stored related to them. The application for information should state
in detail the type of data for which information is being requested. When requesting information from files, it may
be necessary to demand that details be given that enable the data to be found without the need for effort that is out
of proportion to the interest in information claimed by the individual in question. If the individual in question fails to
meet the demand, the application may be rejected.

(2)
There is no obligation to provide information as long as an evaluation shows that the weighting of the
interests of the individual in question which deserve protection is subordinate to the public interest in non-disclosure
or a third-party’s predominant interest in non-disclosure.

___
_____
_______
This is to certify that the foregoing is a true and accurate translation of the German document
attached in copy hereto.
Berlin, 9 February 2018
Helen Dalton-Stein, BDÜ, MCIL
Translator for English sworn to
the courts and
notaries public of Berlin

